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Zipcars are zooming onto campus
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Eco-friendly and an easy way to have a car on campus

Lindsay Adams

News Editor

different cars that can be rented based on
one’s needs, from trucks to hybrids, MINIs
and coupes.
“We are thrilled to welcome the UMKC
and Rockhurst University communities
to the Zipcar University program, and
are excited to help both universities offer
cost-effective, convenient and sustainable
transportation options for students, faculty
and staff,” said Michael Serafino, general
manager, Zipcar Universities. “Zipcar is
an environmentally friendly transportation
alternative, and it's been proven that each
car shared removes at least 15 privately
owned vehicles from the road, thereby
cutting down on emissions and congestion.”

The UMKC campus, starting this
month, will have Zipcars. The Zipcar
has been a long time coming on the
UMKC campus.“We began exploring the
possibility of a campus car-sharing program
about two years ago,” said John Austin, a
UMKC Senior Public Relations Specialist.
“The first thing that had to be done was to
work with the city government to change
local ordinances dealing with rental cars.
It basically had to do with creating a
distinction between car-sharing programs
like Zipcar and traditional car rental. That
process took about a year and we owe a great
deal of thanks to the city of Kansas
City, and particularly the office of
We see Zipcar as a great
Councilwoman Jan Marcason.”
opportunity to bridge the two
UMKC
and
Rockhurst
university communities while
University have launched this
helping reduce our carbon
new partnership with Zipcar, Inc.
footprint.
The new transportation option
-Matt Heinrich, Associate Vice
is available 24 hours a day, seven
President for Facilities & Technology
days a week to all UMKC and
at Rockhurst University
Rockhurst students, faculty and
Above: Zipcars being displayed at UMKC’s launch of the new program.
staff ages 18 and older, as well as
members of the local community
Below: The Zipcard that functions as a key to the vehicle.
Zipcars are located around the city and
ages 21 and older.
“We see Zipcar as a great opportunity in reserved parking spaces. The online site
to bridge the two university communities lists the places where the zipcars are located.
while helping reduce our carbon footprint,” When the users have finished with the car,
said Matt Heinrich, Associate Vice they return it to the same parking spot.
The rates are comparable to most rental
President for Facilities & Technology
at Rockhurst University. “We're pleased cars and include gas and insurance. When
to introduce Zipcar as a complementary the tank is three-quarters empty, all one has
environmental solution to those that exist to do is fill it with the fuel card located in
on campus that will encourage carpooling the car.
“We believe the Zipcar program will
within the campus community and offer
relief to parking congestion on neighboring be a perfect complement to UMKC's
growing mission as a leader in promoting
city streets.”
The hope is that having these Zipcars sustainability initiatives in the community,”
added to the campus will help relieve the said Robert Simmons, Associate Vice
parking congestion in UMKC’s parking Chancellor of Administration at UMKC.
lots and all around the school. “As an urban “With the great success and popularity of
university, traffic and parking issues have UMKC's student bus pass program and
historically been a top concern of ours,” campus bike-share program, the addition
of Zipcar is a logical next step in UMKC's
Austin said.
A Zipcar is simply a more convenient mission to lead the way in exploring and
version of a rental car. They are a simple and implementing innovative and effective
environmentally friendly programs to
cheap way to have a car at your disposal.
Zipcars let you reserve cars online 24/7. benefit our students, our community and
There is also the option to reserve from a our planet.”
mobile device. There are free apps for the
ladams@unews.com
iPhone, iPod touch and Android. There are
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Police Blotter
Lindsay Adams

News Editor

Jan. 15
11:55 a.m.

Miscellaneous Investigation
Officers stood by to keep the peace while students moved
their belongings at Oak Place Apartments.

Jan. 17
4:56 p.m.		

Larceny
Officers took a report of a 15-speed Trek bicycle stolen off the
porch of a residence at 54th Street and Holmes Road.
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Far left: Romney.
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Center left: Gingrich.
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Skidmore
Center right: Paul.
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Far right: Santorum.
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political buzz

GOP voters
narrow field
of candidates

among those supporting Paul.
Nathan Zoschke		

opposition to abortion and Obama’s health
“He has been the most consistent and care overhaul, and all believe that the federal
principled politician in a while,” Sharp said. budget should be balanced solely with massive
A nip-and-tuck, up-and-down race has “He fully supports non-interventionist spending cuts while avoiding tax increases for
narrowed the pool of Republican presidential policies abroad, ending all domestic and the wealthy.
Among independent and swing voters, who
foreign wars and significantly minimizing
prospects to four men.
decide the fate of most presidential elections,
The stakes have been raised for both government here at home.”
Sharp said he has been unpleased with Romney remains the preferred candidate in
President Barack Obama and his aspiring
GOP challengers. The President’s approval Obama’s performance in areas of both opinion polls.
Andrew Miller, Executive Director for
ratings have leveled off since his inauguration, domestic and foreign policy, including the
amid sluggish economic recovery and a continued use of drones in the Middle East UMKC College Democrats, said infighting
between Republican candidates is an
and failure to close Guantanamo Bay.
volative political climate.
To Sharp, the other candidates are
The fate of former Massachusetts governor
[Ron Paul] has been the most consistent and
Mitt Romney, long considered the GOP “Bush’s third term.”
principled politician in a while. He fully supports
Romney has also fielded doubts
frontrunner, became less certain on Saturday
non-interventionist policies abroad, ending all
after former Speaker of the House Newt about his conservative credentials.
domestic and foreign wars and significantly
His health care overhaul as
Gingrich’s sweeping victory in the South
minimizing government here at home.
Massachusetts governor contained
Carolina primary.
-Brodie Sharp,
Both Romney and Gingrich enjoy an individual mandate to purchase
UMKC Student for Liberty
a comparative advantage over former insurance and other provisions
Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum, who similar to Obama’s, and Romney
advantage for Obama.
was recently declared the Iowa Caucus once supported abortion rights.
“The further these people run to the right,
Courting the GOP base, Romney has
winner, a title that had been prematurely
rhetorically distanced himself from his past that’s the further they have to run back to the
given to Romney.
Texas U.S. Representative Ron Paul has yet as a moderate, but the change in tone hasn’t center for the general election,” Miller said.
“They see who can say the most right wing
to win a primary, but has been the preferred resonated well with his rivals.
A barrage of television ads by pro-Gingrich thing, and the further they go, they have to
candidate among Republican voters under 30
in Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina. Super PACs likened Romney to Obama in bring that back to the center for the general
Once a libertarian presidential candidate, the weeks leading up to the South Carolina election.”
Miller said he considers Romney the
Paul’s support of marijuana legalization and an primary.
The former Massachusetts governor’s primary threat to Obama’s re-election, but
expedited troop withdrawal from the Middle
Mormon faith and tenure at Bain Capital, believes many consider the millionaire out of
East differ from the other GOP candidates.
an investment firm founded by touch with the middle class.
“I think we’re going to be just fine with Mitt
Romney, have also come under
attack. A pro-Gingrich ad called Romney,” Miller said. “I think he contrasts
The further these people run to the right,
Obama very well and has the persona of the
Romney a “corporate raider.”
that’s the further they have to run back to
Although two-thirds of South rich guy who’s out of touch with America.”
the center for the general election. They see
Regardless of whether the nominee is
Carolina voters viewed Romney’s
who can say the most right wing thing, and
tenure at Bain positively, the Romney, Gingrich, Santorum or Paul, it won’t
the further they go, they have to bring that
growing media inquiry could be be without controversy:
back to the center for the general election.
a potential game-changer amid
• Paul’s support of dismantling the Federal
-Andrew Miller,
sluggish economic recovery.
Reserve and deregulating the production
College Democrats Executive Director
CNN exit polls from all three
of money, which Sharp and other
libertarians support, is considered outside
Many libertarians support cuts to the states show a lukewarm reception among
the mainstream.
military and favor a hands-off policy approach Evangelical Christians, a key GOP voting
• Santorum’s social conservatism, which
to social issues like gay rights and abortion, block.
Gingrich’s 14-percentage point lead over
appeals to evangelical Christians, has
putting them at odds with other likely GOP
Romney in South Carolina shows a rebound
been criticized as homophobic. Santorum
voters.
supports reinstated the military’s Don’t
If his popularity among politically-inclined in his campaign, which failed to pick up
Ask, Don’t Tell ban on openly gay service,
20-somethings were the sole indicator of his momentum in Iowa or New Hampshire.
On the other hand, Santorum, faces an
which was repealed by Obama.
success, Paul would be leagues ahead of his
uphill battle after trailing second-place
• Miller described Santorum’s views as
rivals.
“scary.”
Paul is well-received at college campus Romney by a whopping 10 percent.
However, he remained a favorite among
• Gingrich, who also supports reinstating
visits in nearly every state he goes, and has
Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell, has come under fire
fared well above his opponents in precincts social conservatives in the South Carolina
exit poll who said banning abortion was their
for calling child labor laws “stupid.”
located near university campuses.
Brodie Sharp, who chairs Students for number one priority.
nzoschke@unews.com
All four candidates have come out in
Liberty, a libertarian group at UMKC, is
Production Manager/Copy Editor
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UEC hosts
Trivia Night
Lindsay Adams

News Editor

The Undergraduate English Council
(UEC) is making a name for itself and
keeping involved on campus by hosting
events that appeal to students from
different disciplines at UMKC. “Our
general goal is to promote English
studies on campus through a diverse
range of programming and activities,”
said Ben Moats, UEC faculty sponsor.
It is not a new organization. “The
UEC was started at UMKC by Dr. Jane
Greer, and it has been here for 10 years
now,” Moats said. Recently the group
has been through some difficulties,
but is glad to be back with several new
events.
“The downfall of UEC at the
moment is the lack of members we
have,” said Roseanna Brooks, UEC
member and head of the Trivia Night
committee. “We just want people to
be able put a face to the UEC and get
us back on the map now that we've
overcome some of the roadblocks that
had, until recently, prohibited us from
being a recognized group that can
receive funding.”
UEC welcomes all students, and they
are constantly looking for members to
get involved.
Trivia night will be Jan. 27 next to
Jazzman’s in the Student Union. “This
was just the UEC's idea of a simple
and fun event to kick off the semester,”
Brooks said.
Anyone can participate in the event.
“This event is going to be a mesh of
interesting trivia that in one way or
another ties to literature, writing, and
other tropes associated with English,”
Brooks said. “However, it's not going to
be too exclusive that people who aren't
English majors aren't going to be able
to answer questions. I've made sure of
it.”
The largest event that UEC
is planning this semester is an
interdisciplinary symposium its are
hosting with GSA in April, which
will feature written work by students
presented to a panel. The theme of the
symposium is "Conflict and Confluence:
Undisciplined Perspectives." KCUR's
Jabulani Leffall of Central Standard
will host the event.
“For UEC, I think we all feel
the same way about bringing in as
many people as we can to both the
organization and to the events we
host,” Brooks said. “This semester is all
about Literature for Life Week and we
want to make this a great experience
for everyone.”
ladams@unews.com
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Amphion gives new face to UMKC choirs
Teresa Sheffield

Staff Writer

“There is an element of camaraderie that
you can only get from a group of singing guys;
we're a brotherhood,” Amphion president
Samuel Green said. “It's nice to know that
after we're done singing, we're just a bunch
of dudes. We goof off, have inside jokes, and
that makes our bond that much stronger.”
Amphion’s acappella fellows make up
UMKC’s only all-male vocal ensemble.
They’re completely student-run and
specialize in contemporary music by artists
such as John Mayer and Gavin Degraw,
and oftentimes sing custom arrangements
by choir members and founder and director
Jake Narverud.
“I love that we sing a variety of music. My
degree in Choral Music Education somewhat
limits the repertoire I've been exposed to at
the Conservatory,” Green said. “In Amphion,
we're singing stuff that is on the radio right
now, and it's a nice change of pace for me
musically.”
Narverud founded Amphion last January
with 18 members. Since then, it has expanded
to 26 men with majors including political
science, journalism, psychology, Spanish,
criminal justice, business, theatre, percussion,

music education, vocal performance,
entrepreneurship and early childhood
education.
“Amphion is special in that it is open to
students all across campus. We have guys
from a dozen different majors and programs,”
Green said. “We're fostering friendships
with men we may have not met in any other
capacity. This makes our retention rate high,
and it always attracts new members every
semester.”
Amphion performs in different venues
around Kansas City, including singing the
national anthem at a Sporting KC soccer
game last year, two UMKC basketball games
this semester, holiday parties, area high
schools and a spring concert. This year the
spring concert will be at 5 p.m. April 14 at
Union Station and will cost $5. The theme
is “Songs of the old west,” and will include
older as well as more contemporary tunes.
Narverud graduates this semester with a
graduate degree in choral conducting. He
also conducts the conservatory ensemble
Canticum Novum and teaches at the
Starlight Theatre Academy.
The name Amphion stems from the
Greek legend of Amphion, son of Zeus, who
displayed extraordinary power by playing his
magical golden lyre. As a vocal performance

Amphion practicing one of their own arrangements.

undergraduate at Emporia State in Kansas,
Narverud sang in the now defunct all-men’s
choir, also called Amphion, that served as a
strong inspiration for the UMKC ensemble.
“I felt that there was a need for a men’s
ensemble on campus that would be available
to all UMKC students,” Narverud said. “It
provides an opportunity to kind of get away
from schoolwork and just kind of hang out
once a week.”

Photo by Teresa Sheffield

For Green, rehearsals are a weekly ritual to
which he looks forward. “Amphion is one of
the highlights of my week,” he said.
Narverud hopes the rest of the Amphion
feels the same way.“I think [they do], I hope
so,” Narverud said with a laugh. “They keep
coming back, so something’s going right.”
tsheffield@unews.com

FDR’s vision revisited
Eric Carrell

Contributing Writer

Last Thursday, the College Democrats
and the Jobs Now! Coalition, among others,
sponsored an event titled “Jobs Now! MLK’s
Dream and FDR’s Vision.” This event included presentations from four UMKC
Economics professors: Linwood Tauheed,
John Henry, Stephanie Kelton and Mathew
Forstater.
“We wanted to increase awareness about
the economic principles that underlie how
we achieve full employment,” said Lauren
Gepford, president of the College Democrats. “Economics may be misunderstood and
it’s important for soon-to-be graduates to
understand the changes in the national work
-force during this recession and the different
options the government and private sector
has to offer.”
In a time when economic peril and high
unemployment rates fill the media, this event
painted a lucid picture of the argument of
government intervention in the job market.
Seemingly, this argument has become increasingly controversial. However, there is
still a high unemployment rate and public
opinion would agree something needs to be
done about it. “As a result of inaction we are
living below our means,” said Kelton, assistant professor of economics.
“Job creation is good for everybody, nobody disagrees that job creation is a good

thing … the discussion is how and what’s the
cost,” said Forstater, professor of economics. All four professors advocate the creation
of a second Works Progress Administration (WPA) or similar programs. The WPA
was created in 1935 as a part of Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s “New Deal.” The WPA was designed to put people back to work during
the Great Depression through governmentfunded projects such as building or renovating roads, bridges, courthouses, schools,
stadiums, housing projects, parks, hospitals
and libraries. Through the WPA, the government was able to employ a total of around
3 million people on a monthly average and
the program contributed about 2 percent of
the GDP.
Advocates of free market economics,
which is contrary to the four professors’
stances, would say that government has tried
job assistance programs such as the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act or
“stimulus package,” as it’s commonly known,
and it failed to create a substantial amount of
jobs while costing billions of dollars.
“The stimulus package was too small,
much of it was misdirected, and much of it
went to technology which is labor saving,”
Henry said. “We overemphasize the private
sector. If the private sector isn’t producing
sufficient jobs, government can step in and
provide those jobs.”
Kelton’s presentation backed Henry on the

FDR addresses the nation.

stimulus package.
“It should have been $1.3 trillion not $787
billion,” she said. “The government is not
limited by how much it can spend.”
With the recent deficit debates and debt
ceiling debacles, this claim may be puzzling
to the average Washington spectator. The
theme during these talks revolved around
spending cuts, not increases. However, Kelton said the government can print as much

Photo courtesy of Google Images

money as it would like. As long as the funds
are used, it can create jobs while not leading
to inflation.
“Every spending cut becomes an income
cut to somebody … spending cuts cause income to go down and sales to go down and
the result is unemployment,” she said.
ecarrell@unews.com
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Protesting SOPA:

Facebook profiles and
websites disappear

Kara Hart

Assistant News Editor

On Jan. 18, profiles on Facebook
disappeared. Pictures were blacked out.
Posts were nonexistent. Wikipedia was gone.
These were just a few ways people on the
Internet protested the Stop Online Piracy
Act (SOPA) and its paired bill, the Protect
IP Act (PIPA).
According to an article by Julianne
Pepitone on CNNMoney, SOPA is “a
proposed bill that aims to crack down on
copyright infringement by restricting access
to sites that host pirated content.”
There is already a law, the 1998 Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, which is in
place to regulate and enforce such copyright
infringements, but this law doesn’t touch
foreign sites.
The main goal of this new bill is to focus
on overseas websites such as The Pirate
Bay that contain material that is being
illegally copied and distributed. Since it is
hard for the U.S. to take action against the
foreign websites, “SOPA's goal is to cut
off pirate sites' oxygen by requiring U.S.
search engines, advertising networks and
other providers to withhold their services,”
according to Pepitone.
SOPA's supporters, including Time
Warner and many groups such as the
Motion Picture Association of America,
argue that this online piracy kills possible
jobs for the U.S. because it takes income
from the creators of the content that is being
pirated.
SOPA has caused controversy with many
of the big Internet operators, including
Google Inc. and eBay Inc.
People from AOL, Twitter, LinkedIn,
eBay, Yahoo, Google, Mozilla, Zynga and
Facebook have all signed a letter to Congress
that opposes SOPA. The letter states:
“Since their enactment in 1998, the
DMCA’s safe harbor provisions for online
service providers have been a cornerstone
of the U.S. Internet and technology
industry’s growth and success. While we
work together to find additional ways to
target foreign ‘rogue sites,’ we should not
jeopardize a foundational structure that has
worked for content owners and Internet
companies alike and provides certainty to
innovators with new ideas for how people
create, find, discuss and share information
lawfully online.”
Many websites participated in the

$IFE

financial
corner

While there are many housing
options close to campus, UMKC
Homes provides students with
competitive rental prices and the
chance to live close to campus.
Here’s what UMKC Homes have to
offer:
First, there are three different rental
housing options students have to
choose from: duplexes, apartments
and rental homes.
These are located between 53rd
and 54th streets and Harrison
Street and Holmes Road.
Cartoon by Mario Avila

blackout protest as well. Websites such as
Wikipedia, Reddit, Boing Boing, WordPress
and TwitPic, tumblr, etc. participated in
what was coined “American Censorship
Day.”
Wikipedia went offline, leaving its
confused web surfers with a few words:
“Imagine a world without free knowledge.
For over a decade, we have spent millions
of hours building the largest encyclopedia in
human history. Right now, the U.S. Congress
is considering legislation that could fatally
damage the free and open Internet. For 24
hours, to raise awareness, we are blacking
out Wikipedia.”
WordPress highlighted all its material
black, an example of possible censorship.
Boing Boing left a similar message to
Wikipedia. Twitpic and Google both put
large black censor bars over their logos in
order to participate in the protest.
Millie Fischer, junior secondary education
and biology major, believes these protests are
not the correct answer to solve our problems.
“I think petitioning and simply protesting
are ineffectual at this point,” she said. “There
are good questions that need to be asked
of the people, such as do we believe the
Internet should not be subject to censorship
of any kind, or do we believe it should, as

all mediums, be subject to censorship in a
narrowly defined and specific way?”
Clicking on Google’s logo while it was
censored, linked to information about and
offering alternatives to SOPA, such as
the Online Protection & Enforcement of
Digital Trade Act (OPEN), “which takes
targeted and focused steps to cut off the
money supply from foreign pirate sites
without making US companies censor the
Web.”
“We need to define what it is about SOPA
we want changed if our pleas for change are
to be heard. What specifically should be left
out? What specifically should be reworded,
changed, etcetera,” Fischer said.
According to an article by Dave Lee on
BBC News, Wikipedia was viewed 162
million times during the blackout, with 8
million people following instructions to
contact politicians. This led to eight U.S.
lawmakers withdrawing their support for
the proposed bills. Two of the bill's cosponsors, Marco Rubio from Florida and
Roy Blunt from Missouri, are among those
who have withdrawn their support after
"legitimate concerns."
The Senate will begin voting on these
bills on Jan. 24.
khart@unews.com

Second, the average rent for
duplexes and apartments is $775,
while houses average $900. Miss
your pet from home? UMKC
Homes also gives renters the
option of having pets. A $150
deposit is required with a payment
of $25 per pet, per month.
Lastly, what makes UMKC Homes
competitive is its affordability
and convenient location close to
campus.
If you’re interested in obtaining
more information about UMKC
Homes, contact property manager
Gayle Cockriel at 235-1133 or stop
by the offices at 5326 Rockhill
Road, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., Monday

The SIFE Financial Corner is created
by members of UMKC Students in Free
Enterprise.
For more information, find us on Facebook
and Twitter, or attend our weekly 7 p.m.
Tuesday meetings in the Brookside Room
of the Administrative Center.
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Stress is the new norm
Kara Hart

Downtown art
campus plans in
motion
Kara Hart

Assistant News Editor

“The idea of a Downtown Campus for the Arts has
really captured the public imagination,” said Anne
Hartung Spenner, Vice Chancellor for Marketing
and Communications.
The website (info.umkc.edu/artscampus/) has just
been created to keep the public updated on new
developments and progress reports, as well as learn
and discuss through a FAQ page and a comment
page.
“Just as the UMKC Health Sciences campus at
Hospital Hill creates proximity and synergy between
the University and prominent community medical
facilities, a downtown arts campus could continue
our urban engagement tradition and enrich Kansas
City’s already flourishing arts district,” according to
the UMKC Public Relations press release.
The idea has been named as one of Kansas City
Chamber of Commerce's "Big 5" ideas, along with
the World’s Symposium on Animal Health, the
Urban Core Neighborhood Initiative, the Making
of America’s Most Entrepreneurial City and the KC
Regional Translational Research Initiative, according
to an article on kcchamber.com.
If such a campus is created, the Conservatory of
Music and Dance will relocate to the heart of Kansas
City, possibly along with other art programs such as
the Kansas City Repertory Theatre, KCUR 89.3 FM
and UMKC Theatre.
Over the next several months, Helix Architecture
+ Design, Integra Realty Resources and HGA
Architects and Engineers will complete a feasibility
study, and the campus will undertake an economic
impact study this spring. The studies will provide
a preliminary program and cost estimate for the
project, look at potential downtown properties,
develop site and concept plans and gather feedback
from UMKC and the community.
According to the official website for the project,
Chancellor Leo E. Morton has stated that the
proposal for an arts campus won’t go forward unless
it benefits the entire university, but the project would
be reinforcing the university's missions to advance
urban engagement and excel in the visual and
performing arts.
khart@unews.com

Assistant News Editor

For the first time in five years,
Americans are reporting a decrease in
stress level, according to an article in USA
Today written by Sharon Jayson.
This even includes college students,
who often attempt to balance classes,
work, relationships, finances and families.
Survey results from the American
Psychological Association say that in 2011
the average stress level was 5.2 out of 10,
which is down from the 6.2 recorded in
2007.
The numbers, however, according to the
article, show that 39 percent of the people
surveyed said their stress level increased,
while only 17 percent say it decreased.
What does that mean?
Experts say the decrease is attributed to
the fact that we are becoming used to the
stresses around us. “We have more or less
accepted it as a way of life,” said physician
Paul Rosch, clinical professor of medicine
and psychiatry at New York Medical
College. What was once considered
overstressed has now become the nation’s
average.
There are countless factors that
contribute to these stress figures, including
poor diet, lack of sleep, overload and lack
of exercise, but the list could keep going.
Sarina Smith, a junior double majoring
in philosophy and English with an
emphasis in creative writing, and also
minoring in classics, is a prime example
of how busy a student’s life can get.
In addition to her classes, she is also
president of UMKC’s Queer Alliance, the
vice president of the DDR club and holds
a part-time job.
“It is important to keep life balanced,
but you also have to fulfill so many needs.
It’s really hard to find the time to study,”

A stressed-out student contemplates her long to-do list.

Smith said. “I study while I work, but I
am constantly reading and writing while I
should be eating and sleeping.”
Many college students get too few
hours of sleep because of busy schedules.
“In the end, I am gaining knowledge
and a degree, money and friendship, and
do not function well if I am missing any
of the three. There is always that feeling
of being overwhelmed and wondering if I
should just quit and become a vagabond,”
Smith said.
For a lot of college students, this is just
part of the normal routine, and many see
it as a necessity until graduation.
According to annual survey results
from the MindBody Connection on
campus, the percent of students that
stress has impacted or interfered with
their personal life has fallen from 22.6 in
2010 to 21.1 in 2011. Also, the percent
of students whose stress has impacted or

Photo by Lindsay Adams

interfered with their academic life has
dropped from 16.2 in 2010 to 15.6 in
2011. The top stressors according to the
survey were school/academics, finances
and time management.
Overall though, on campus, there hasn’t
been a significant change in comparison to
the national average. “While some items
have been trending downward over the
last years, there have not been any drastic
changes in the rates of stress reported,”
said Rachel Pierce, staff psychologist and
outreach coordinator at the Counseling
Center.
With so many resources available to the
students here at UMKC, such as Swinney
Recreation Center, the Counseling
Center and the MindBody Connection,
fighting the growing “normal stress level”
may be possible.
khart@unews.com

Seminars geared toward Academic Success
Kynslie Otte

Staff Writer

On Tuesday, Jan. 17, an Academic
Success seminar was held in room 419
of the Student Union. The seminar was
presented by Kate Gold, who is an SI/
Coaching Coordinator at UMKC.
The theme of the seminar was “Getting
to Know your UMKC.” At the beginning
of the seminar, maps of the campus were
handed out, as well as lists of all the
different organizations and academic
centers provided by UMKC to assist
students.
The focus of the seminar was to
familiarize students with the basic layout
of campus, and to inform them of the
locations of the academic centers on
campus, as well as their main purposes.

Gold also explained several of the larger
student associations, such as SGA. Gold
encouraged students to get involved in
campus life as much as possible in order
to broaden horizons and become more
successful at the university.
Gold explained the changes that are
currently being made to the University
Center, and informed students of where
to find services that were previously in the
University Center, such as the One Card
office. Once the changes to the University
Center are complete, it will be a “one-stop
shop for most of students’ needs,” Gold
said.
These seminars are held weekly on
campus on Tuesdays from 12:30 to 1:30
p.m., and 3 to 4 p.m. on Wednesdays.
According to Gold, there are 12 more

workshops throughout the semester,
and they will not be holding workshops
during Spring Break.
The Coaching Program at UMKC
sponsors the seminars, and they are
open to all students who are interested
in acquiring the skills and knowledge
necessary to be successful in college.
The next seminar will be held at 12:30
p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 24 on the fourth
floor of the Student Union. The title of this
seminar is “Making Your Money Count.”
It will cover budgeting, credit cards, and
student loans, according to Gold. These
seminars are highly informative and are a
great resource for students.
kotte@unews.com
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Men’s basketball recovers from slump with two Summit League victories
Staff Writer

The men’s basketball team halted their
eight-game losing streak with two Summit
League home-court wins last week
against the IUPUI Jaguars and Western
Illinois Leathernecks. The wins helped the
Roos bounce right back into conference
championship contention as they currently
sit in the eighth and final playoff position
with a 3-7 league record.
UMKC 64, IUPUI 62
The revitalized Roos (9-13) had three
players in double digits Saturday night as

sophomore forward Trinity Hall led the team
with 17 points, while ever-improving junior
Thomas Staton drained 16 and reliable senior
Reggie Chamberlain hit 11 points against
the Jaguars (8-14, 2-8 in Summit League
play).
The contest was hard-fought throughout
with end to end action from both sides as the
lead changed hands a total of four times in
the opening half. The Roos led 31-28.
In the second half the Jags took a brief 4138 lead, but the Roos regrouped. A crucial
three-pointer from Chamberlain and some
free throws from Staton gave UMKC a

64-59 lead with just 15 seconds left. After
a three-pointer and a missed attempt at a
buzzer beater by the Jags, the Roos held on.
UMKC 72, Western Illinois 50
A 61 percent shooting percentage, coupled
with an astonishing 13 three-pointers, was
enough to blow away the Leathernecks (108, 5-5 ).
The Roos were devastating offensively as
Chamberlain led with a whopping 23 points,
hitting a career-best seven three-pointers,
while Sophomore Kirk Korver hit a careerhigh 18 points in arguably his best UMKC
performance ever. Hall and Staton recorded

LadyRoos win two on the bounce to sit third in Summit League
Lindsey Davis Contributing Writer
After their six-game win-streak
was snapped at South Dakota State
on Jan. 14 in Brookings, S.D., the
women’s basketball players recorded
two Summit League conference
victories last week. The Lady Roos
(14-6, 5-3 in Summit League play)
came out on top against North
Dakota State on Monday night in
Fargo, N.D. before returning to see
off IUPUI on Saturday evening. The
team now sits in 3rd position in the
Summit League standings, just one
win behind the 6-2 Oral Roberts
Golden Eagles.
UMKC 63 – 55 IUPUI
The Roos had a 63-55 win over the
IUPUI Jaguars. Sophomore guard
Eilise O’ Connor led the team with
19 points, while adding six assists and
three steals. Senior Dayon Hall-Jones
racked up 12 points in the contest.
The first half was tense as both

teams struggled to sustain possession,
but a 16-4 run from the Roos toward
the end of the half was enough to
stretch the home team’s lead to 27-15
after junior Emile Blakesley made two
three-point shots. The Jags recovered
and entered the intermission behind
at 30-24.
As the Jags fought to reduce the
lead, they got to within two with
four minutes on the clock before an
O’Connor three kick-started a 7-0
Roo run. The Roos eventually took
the contest 63-55, producing an 87.5
percent success rate from the freethrow line.
UMKC 76 – 58 North Dakota
State
Monday night’s game versus the
North Dakota State Bison, a 7658 victory, was the first time in Roo
history the program has won in
Fargo, N.D. at Bison Arena.
The night was matched with a
career-high 24 points from senior

guard LeAndrea Thomas. Thomas
added three assists, three steals, two
rebounds and a block to her total.
Hall-Jones contributed 15 to the Roo
effort, while junior Kim Nezianya
added 12 and sophomore Hailey
Houser hit 10.
In contrast to the IUPUI game,
much of the Roos’ hard work was
done in the first half. They entered
the break 45-22 to the good, after a
dominating 19-6 run. Here, Thomas
shot 13 of her points. After the
intermission, the Roos extended their
lead to 25. The Roos were victorious,
posting an 18-point margin between
the two Summit League competitors.
The Lady Roos will have a home
contest against Western Illinois at
7 p.m. on Jan. 23 at Swinney Rec.
Center before heading to Tulsa, Okla.
for a conference clash with Oral
Roberts on Jan. 28.
ldavis@unews.com

Men & Women’s Tennis fall to clinical Oklahoma State Cowboys
Lindsey Davis Contributing Writer
Both the men and women’s tennis
teams dropped their season opening
matches after facing a dominant
Oklahoma State program last Friday
in Tulsa, Okla. The men fell 5-2, while
the women lost 6-1 to the Cowboys.
Men’s Tennis - UMKC 2 – 5
Oklahoma State
In singles play for the men, junior
Grant Fleming and freshman Conner
Edwards each picked up wins,
while the doubles pairing of juniors
Abdulrahman Alawadhi and David
Heckler also pulled through with a
victory.
UMKC’s Summit League Player
of the Year Nino Hasandedic fell
6-2, 6-2 to Vlad Bondarenko, who is

nationally ranked at 60, on the No.1
line. At No.2, Fleming recovered
from an opening set defeat to OSU’s
Rifat Biktyakov before taking the
match 3-6, 6-1, 7-6. Edwards, at No.5
for the Roos, worked hard in a 6-4,
6-4 victory over Trevor Horstmann
to restore some pride to the overall
scoreline.
The men’s tennis team will be back
in action this weekend when they
travel to Oregon on Jan. 27 for games
against Portland in Portland, Ore.
before moving on to Eugene, Ore. for
contests against Idaho ( Jan. 28) and
Oregon ( Jan. 29).
Women’s Tennis – UMKC 1 – 6
Oklahoma State
Freshman Madeline Schulte was
the sole victor for the Lady Roos as

she dominated the Cowboy’s Jovana
Pecovski in straight-sets 6-1, 6-1 at
the No.6 line.
At the No.1 line, Junior Eva
Dalvai was dominated by OSU’s
C.C. Sardinha 6-2, 6-0, while fellow
French country-women Laura Bouet
and Amelie Amsallem also fell at the
No.2 and No.3 lines respectively.
The nationally-ranked No.75
Oklahoma State Cowboys women’s
team proved to be clinical on the day
as they also defeated the Lady Roos in
all three of the doubles matches.
The women’s team will travel to
face the University of Kansas on Feb.
7 in Lawrence, Kan.
ldavis@unews.com

13 apiece in a contest decided in the second
period as the Roos only led 29-24 at the
break.
At the 9:50 mark the Roos pushed their
lead to 15. The Roos missed only six shots
the entire half, and the Swinney crowd was
pretty comfortable as it cheered the victory.
The Blue & Gold will now hit the road for
contests with Southern Utah in Cedar City,
Utah on Jan. 26 and Oral Roberts in Tulsa,
Okla. on Jan. 28.
lharman@unews.com

Track and field competes at
Wildcat Invitational
Kyle Martin

Contributing Writer

The track & field squad competed in the Wildcat Invitational,
hosted last Saturday by Kansas State University, in Manhattan,
Kan.
Johnathon Barnett finished 2nd in the 300-meter dash with
a time of 36.32. This was the second straight weekend where he
recorded the best time in the Roos’ history for the event. Senior
Kristen Hepburn finished 3rd in the 60-meter hurdles with an
8.35 finish, while Group A, compiled of Chandler Hannah,
Xavier Kenney, Josh Butler and Barnett, placed 2nd in the 4x400meter relay (3:25.70).
Senior Jumper D.C. Okonta finished in 2nd place in the long
jump, leaping to 22-04.50 (6.82 meters), while Charles Hinton
placed 3rd in the triple jump with 43-03.75 (13.20 meters).
Junior Ramon Nelson led the Roos in the throwing events,
finishing 3rd in the weight throw as he marked 55-07.75 (16.96
meters) and recording 2nd in the shot put with a distance of 5004.50 (15.35 meters).
Senior Sa’Kia Taylor finished 1st in the 400-meter dash as she
clocked 58.63, while Danielle Olive placed 3rd in the 300-meter
event with 42.77. Sophomore Michelle Momo placed 3rd in the
60-meter dash (7.84) and 5th in the long-jump after recording a
personal-best 17-06.75 (5.35 meters).
In the 600-yard run, senior sprinter Autumn Scott stormed to a
2nd-place finish with a time of 1:27.90, while sophomore Veronica
Rollins recorded a personal-best time of 1:28.26, enough to take
5th in the same event.
In the 4x400-meter relay, Group A’s Briana Carter, Taylor,
Scott and Rollins took 2nd, clocking 3:54.27, and Group B’s
Viola Kleiser, Shanelle Williams, Olive and Momo placed 3rd
at 4:05.19.
Jumper Stephany Johnson finished 2nd in the triple-jump as
she reached a personal-best 39.05-00 (12.01 meters), while senior
Denise Banda placed 4th in the weight throw as she marked 5308.25 (16.36 meters).
tmartin@unews.com

Upcoming Events

Luke Harman

Men’s Basketball
Southern Utah
Oral Roberts

Cedar City, Utah
Tulsa, Okla.

Women’s Basketball
Western Illinoi
Swinney Rec.
Oral Roberts
Tulsa, Okla.
Men’s Tennis
Portland
Idaho
Oregon

Portland, Ore.
Eugene, Ore.
Eugene, Ore.

Jan. 26 8 p.m.
Jan. 28 7 p.m.
Jan. 23 1 p.m.
Jan. 28 2 p.m.

Jan. 27
Jan. 28
Jan. 29

Track and Field
Jayhawk Classic Lawrence, Kan. Jan. 27
(hosted by the University of Kansas)

10 a.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. remembered
T

he birthday observance for Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) was Monday,
Jan. 16. On that day, the Kansas City Art
Institute hosted a celebration at 11:30 a.m. in
Epperson Auditorium.
At 7 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 19, there was an
event partially in honor of MLK in the Student
Union Theater.
This event, sponsored by the Jobs Now!
Coalition, Occupy Kansas City, UMKC
Economics Club, UMKC College Democrats,

the Institute for Labor Studies, the National
Lawyers Guild and United Autoworkers Local
249, highlighted King’s dream.
The Division of Diversity, Access & Equity is
sponsoring the 4th annual Martin Luther King
Jr. Keynote Address at 6 p.m. Jan. 27, in the
Student Union Multipurpose Room.
The keynote speaker is Professor Michelle
Alexander from Ohio State University. This
event is free and open to the public, but online
registration is required.

Ohio State University professor
to speak at Keynote Address

Kansas City Art Institute
celebrates MLK’s birthday
Lindsay Adams

Epperson Auditorium at the Kansas City
Art Institute was the site of an MLK birthday
celebration.
Photos by Lindsay Adams

News Editor

The annual celebration of Martin
Luther King Jr. Day at the Kansas City
Art Institute (KCAI) encompassed several
mediums and aspects of Dr. King’s life and
work. “We celebrate with the community
so that we all can remember, acknowledge,
and reread here about the birth life, and
dream of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,” said
Dr. Jaqueline Chanda, the new president
of KCAI. Incidentally, she is also the first
African-American president of KCAI.
“We have many people who have helped
with this event,” said Andrea Khan, registrar
and director of academic resources. One of
the main aids was the student organization
for students of color on campus, Black
Artist Culture and Community (BACC).
“If we were going to work on this day, we
were going to make this day an occasion,”
Khan said. “As an institution, we needed to
recognize this day.”
The first African-American graduate of
KCAI was Leonard Pryor, who applied
on the GI Bill right after WWII, and was
accepted. His wife was not accepted when
she applied to UMKC, because UMKC
still wasn’t accepting African-American
students. Pryor later became a dean at
KCAI.
The morning of the celebration started
with a film called “Eyes on the Prize” that
discussed King and his work in the Civil
Rights Movement, as well as his struggle
to eliminate the extreme poverty during his
life suffered by members of every race. It
documented the bravery it took for King to
speak out against the Vietnam War, which
cost him the support of many important
allies in his other goals, such as President
Lyndon B. Johnson. As King said in his
first major speech on Vietnam, “A time
comes when silence is betrayal. That time
has come for us in relation to Vietnam.”

After the film was a guest singer,
Timothy Robinson, who sang echoing and
powerful acappella renditions of gospel
melodies such as “Swing Low Sweet
Chariot.”
The keynote speaker, Charles Coulter,
the former op-ed editor at The Kansas City
Star, has taught African-American History
at UMKC and KCAI. He is a published
author and historian of Kansas City with
the book, “Take Up the Black Man’s
Burden: Kansas City’s African American
Communities, 1865-1939.”
“What we tend not to remember is just
how difficult and just how terrifying that
year between Rosa Parks being arrested and
of course overturning segregation on the
buses was for the people who participated
in the boycott,” Coulter said. “People being
beaten, people being arrested, people losing
their jobs.”
The terror that was experienced by those
who dared to speak out against racism in
the country, was immense. King had phone
calls and death threats against him, his wife
and his children.
Coulter talked about King’s recognition
that if he showed fear, then his followers
would be afraid and would stop the cause,
and so King was the man who showed no
fear. King had a strong faith in God, and
in his country.
Coulter spoke at length about the
rich and poor divide. There were several
comparisons between King’s Poor People’s
Campaign and the Occupy Wall Street
movement. To end the program, the
speakers and the audience sang Stevie
Wonder’s “Happy Birthday.” After the
program, there was a reception with punch
and birthday cake.
As Stevie Wonder sang, “For in peace
our hearts will sing, thanks to Martin
Luther King.”
ladams@unews.com

The life and
times of MLK
Michelle Heiman			
Feature & Chief Copy Editor

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was the youngest recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize in
1964, at the age of 35.		
Photo courtesy of Google Images

Professor Michelle Alexander
teaches law at Ohio State
University, and previously taught
at Stanford Law School.
Photos courtesy of Google Images

Kara Hart

Asst. News Editor

Michelle Alexander, a highly acclaimed civil
rights lawyer, advocate and legal scholar, will
visit UMKC on Jan. 27 as the speaker for the
Martin Luther King Keynote Address.
She was chosen because she is a “perfect fit”
and “exemplifies the kinds of work Dr. King
did,” according to Kristi Ryujin, Assistant Vice
Chancellor of the Division of Diversity, Access
& Equity (DAE).
Much of her current work reflects the lessons
she learned in her career as a civil rights lawyer
and advocate in both the private and non-profit
sectors.
Professor Alexander is a graduate of Stanford
Law School and Vanderbilt University.
Following law school, she clerked for Justice
Harry A. Blackmun on the United States
Supreme Court and for Chief Judge Abner
Mikva on the United States Court of Appeals
for the D.C. Circuit, according to her profile on
Ohio State University’s website.
For several years, Alexander served as the
Director of the Racial Justice Project for the
ACLU of Northern California, where she
helped to lead a national campaign against
racial profiling by law enforcement. While an
associate at Saperstein, Goldstein, Demchak
& Baller, she specialized in plaintiff-side
class action lawsuits alleging race and gender
discrimination.
She currently holds a joint appointment at
the Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race
and Ethnicity and the Moritz College of Law
at Ohio State University. Alexander has been
an Associate Professor of Law at Ohio State
University since 2005. Before joining the OSU
faculty, she was a member of the Stanford Law

School faculty, where she served as Director of
the Civil Rights Clinic.
Alexander’s first book, titled “The New
Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness,” was published in 2010. In it,
she challenges the widely-held beliefs that with
the election of Barack Obama, our nation has
overcome racial differences, according to the
book’s official website, newjimcrow.com.
Alexander notes that all the old forms
of discrimination - employment, housing,
education, and public benefits, denial of voting
rights and exclusion from jury service - are
suddenly legal once you’re labeled a felon. “We
have not ended racial caste in America; we have
merely redesigned it,” she said.
“Cotton’s great-great-grandfather could
not vote as a slave. His great-grandfather
was beaten to death by the Ku Klux Klan
for attempting to vote. His grandfather was
prevented from voting by Klan intimidation.
His father was barred from voting by poll
taxes and literacy tests. Today, Jarvious Cotton
cannot vote because he, like many black men in
the United States, has been labeled a felon and
is currently on parole,” Alexander wrote in the
introduction of her book.
“The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in
the Age of Colorblindness” is considered one
of the top African American books of 2010
and it won the NAACP Image Award for
“outstanding literary work of non-fiction.” The
book has been featured on national radio and
television media outlets, including NPR, The
Bill Moyers Journal, the Tavis Smiley Show and
the C-Span Washington Journal, among others,
according to the DAE website.
khart@unews.com

Dr. King had a dream
Eric Carrell

Contributing Writer

In light of last week’s holiday, the
College Democrats and the Jobs
Now! Coalition, among others,
sponsored an event called “Jobs Now!
MLK’s Dream and FDR’s Vision.”
Along with others, the event included
a presentation from economics
professor Mathew Forstater about
MLK and his view on jobs and
economics.
“There is not a great awareness
that Dr. King wrote about jobs,
the economy, etc.,” he said. “King’s
argument is as relevant today as it
was then.” With unemployment
within
the
African-American
community nearly double that of the
Caucasian community, Forstater sees
the problem as clearly important to
address.“Perhaps no single policy
could have as great a social and
economic impact on the AfricanAmerican community – and the
entire country – as federally funded
job assurance for every person ready
and willing to work,” he said in a 2002
article in the Forum for Social Justice.
“Public Service Employment was
a concrete part of MLK’s ‘Dream’,
but he did not view it as utopian
or overly idealistic.” Forstater also
pointed out that the unemployment
rate does not officially include those
in prison who are disproportionately
black, or African-Americans who
have completely dropped out of
the labor force due to psychological
disablement, so the number could be
much higher in reality.
Programs that Forstater and the
other professors who spoke at the
event are referring to would mirror
the Works Progress Administration

(WPA). The WPA was a federally
funded jobs program created in
1935 during the height of the Great
Depression in an effort to put people
back to work.
“The idea is to let the private sector
hire as much as they want,” Forstater
said. “Don’t force them, but make
up the difference with government
funded community service projects.”
The “March on Washington” is rarely
stated as its full title “The March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom” as
Forstater pointed out.
“Many people associate Dr. King
with civil rights,” he said. “To some
extent, we have made progress in the
area of civil rights. There is still work
to be done, but Dr. King and others
have spoken of the second stage
of the Civil Rights Movement as
moving from civil rights to economic
rights.”
Dr. King also drew a definitive
line between jobs programs and
job training programs: “Training
becomes a way of avoiding the issue
of employment … the orientation
… should be ‘jobs first, training
later.’ Unfortunately, the jobs policy
has been the reverse, with the result
that people are being trained for
nonexistent jobs.” King said.
In 1964, Dr. King wrote in regard
to public job assurance, “I would
challenge skeptics to give such a
bold new approach a test for the next
decade.” Forstater brought Dr. King’s
challenge back to life. “We know that
unfortunately we did not take up his
challenge at that time, but it is not too
late to take up that challenge now,” he
said. “What a better way to celebrate
the dream and vision of Dr. King.”
ecarrell@unews.com

Born Michael Luther King, Jr. (MLK), this
1964 Nobel Peace Prize winner earned more
than just diplomas and awards. He also earned
a federal holiday in his honor, celebrated on the
third Monday of January, close to his Jan. 15
birthday.
MLK led the Civil Rights Movement in the
U.S. for nearly 13 years. According to the King
Center’s website, African Americans during this
time “achieved more genuine progress toward
racial equality than the previous 350 years had
produced.”
His Civil Rights leadership started roughly
around 1955, when he was recruited to be the
spokesman for the Montgomery Bus Boycott.
The most famous speech given by MLK
is likely his “I Have a Dream” speech, which
was given at the March for Jobs and Freedom
(commonly known as the March on Washington)
in August of 1963. In this 17-minute speech,
MLK improvised the words “I have a dream”
to emphasize his points. It proved not only
successful, but also an inspiration and motivation
for people to act on civil rights. Soon after, he
was named Time magazine’s Man of the Year in
January, 1964.
In December of 1964, MLK became the
youngest person to be awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize at age 35. His acceptance speech, according
to the King Center’s website, climaxed with a
phrase often quoted: “I believe that unarmed
truth and unconditional love will have the final
word in reality. This is why right temporarily
defeated is stronger than evil triumphant.”
MLK did not keep the award money, according
to the Nobel Prize official website. The $54,123
would instead be used to further the Civil Rights
Movement.
MLK was assassinated on April 4, 1968, in
Memphis, Tenn., where he was supposed to
lead a protest march the next day with striking
garbage workers. His body was transported to his
hometown, Atlanta, Georgia, where his funeral
also took place.
Later in 1968, his wife, Coretta Scott King,
founded the King Center, dedicating it to being
a “living memorial” for continuing her husband’s
work in achieving social justice and equality.
Coretta also led the effort to establish a
federally mandated national holiday in her
husband’s honor. This holiday was first celebrated
in 1986.
“The MLK Day of Service is part of United
We Serve, the President’s national call to service
initiative,” according to mlkday.gov. “It calls for
Americans from all walks of life to work together
to provide solutions to our most pressing national
problems.”
MLK put it, “Life’s most persistent and urgent
question is: ‘What are you doing for others?’”
mheiman@unews.com
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‘El Camino’
The Black Keys’ seventh
album is its catchiest

Kynslie Otte

Staff Writer

“El Camino” is the The Black Keys’ seventh studio album,
and the duo was able to surpass expectations. The Black Keys
consists of Dan Auerbach (vocalist/guitarist) and Patrick
Carney (drums/producer). The two have been creating music
together since 2001, and have yet to disappoint. If you have an
affinity for blues, alternative rock or even jazz, this album is a
must-have.
The Black Keys’ sixth studio album “Brothers” was awarded a
Grammy for Best Alternative Music Album in 2011. “Brothers”
also received a Grammy for Best Recording Package in 2011.
Their sixth album set the bar high, but The Black Keys assured
listeners about their ability to create catchy and adept tunes
with “El Camino.”
It’s difficult to find anything negative about this album. The
artwork is even highly entertaining. Though the album is called
“El Camino,” there are beat-up minivans on every page of the
album insert, ranging in year, make and model. When watching
music videos by The Black Keys, it becomes apparent that these
two have a very good sense of humor.
The album kicks off with the song “Lonely Boy,” which is also
the first single the duo released from “El Camino.” The guitar
riff in the beginning of the song is almost reminiscent of the
Beach Boys, and the keyboard line that follows is likely to end
up playing on a loop in your head for several days. Everything
about this song is incredibly catchy, and it’s almost difficult to
refrain from dancing when it plays.
“Little Black Submarines,” the fourth song on the album,
starts in a much more subtle manner. It opens with a simple,
yet appealing acoustic guitar riff, and Auerbach’s voice in
the first verse is nearly enough to rip your heart out. This is
appropriate, as the lyric Auerbach repeats in the end of the
verse is “Everybody knows that a broken heart is blind.” Almost
halfway through the song, the beat picks up and it appears to
become an ode to forgetting sorrow.
“El Camino” proves to be a stark contrast from the last album,
“Brothers.” “Brothers,” in many ways, was a much more mellow
album. There were several gut-wrenching songs on “Brothers,”
whereas “El Camino” is incredibly upbeat, with the exception of
“Little Black Submarines.” This contrast could be partially due
to the fact that the band had some issues performing some of
the slower pieces from “Brothers” live. However, this shouldn’t
deter anyone from listening.
It’s incredibly amazing that The Black Keys only consist of
two (though very talented) musicians. When I first heard the
band several years ago and knew nothing about them, I never
would have guessed that such talented and polished music
came from just two people.
From a musical standpoint, the band is practically flawless.
Auerbach has a voice that is perfect for blues, and his guitar
solos are always unique and refined. Carney works very well as
Auerbach’s opposite, because no song ever sounds forced or in
any way poorly constructed. If you already know and love the
band, this album will not disappoint you.
kotte@unews.com
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Conservatory
of Music and
Dance student
performs with
Yo-Yo Ma

Wei Shen’s dedication and passion for cello performance have finally paid off as she performed alongside virtuoso Yo-Yo Ma
at the Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts on Jan. 21.
Photo by Mal Hartigan

Mal Hartigan

A&E Editor

Good things come to those who wait.
After years of study and performance in China,
Conservatory of Music and Dance student Wei Shen
received a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity last Saturday:
a live performance with world-renowned cellist Yo-Yo
Ma at the Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts’
Helzberg Hall.
The event was sponsored by the Kansas City Symphony
with whom Ma performed Johannes Brahms’ “Academic
Festival Overture,” Witold Lutoslawski’s “Concerto
for Orchestra” and Antonin Dvorák’s “Cello Concerto”
through Jan. 22.
Shen, along with cellists
Alyssa
Aubuchon, of Blue Springs High School,
and Hyerim Jeon, of the University of
Kansas School of Music, received private
coaching by Ma as they performed on the
Helzberg Hall stage.
The tickets for the event quickly sold
out, giving Shen, Ma, Aubuchon and Jeon
an opportunity to perform in front of a full
house.
Shen studies with Rose Ann Carr
Millsap/Missouri Distinguished Professor
of Cello Carter Enyeart, one of the many
distinguished professors in the Conservatory.
Conservatory Artist’s Certificate student
Tate Addis was featured as her pianist,
and together the musicians performed
Tchaikovsky’s “Variations on a Rococo
Theme.”
A gifted cellist, Shen was approached to
participate in the the program.
“I didn’t apply for the program,”
Shen said. “My professor was asked for a
recommendation for the master class, and I
was selected.”
Shen has a long musical history. Before
becoming a part of the Conservatory, she
received a Bachelor of Music degree from
East China Normal University School
of Music and participated in many other
groups such as the Asian Youth Orchestra,
Shanghai Oriental Symphony Orchestra
and was also a substitute cellist for the
Shanghai Opera House Orchestra.
Shen was first exposed to UMKC as a
student in China.
“When professor Carter Enyeart visited

and taught at my school in Shanghai, I was very impressed
with his knowledge of the cello,” Shen said. “I decided
to study with Professor Enyeart because I felt there was
much to learn from him.”
Through her musical ability and dedication, Shen was
provided with this exclusive chance to perform alongside
one of her most-admired world-famous musicians.
“Yo-Yo Ma is an inspiration to all musicians -- not just
cellists,” Shen said. “He is one of the greatest musicians,
and it is a great honor to perform for him.”
mhartigan@unews.com
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Art exhibit truly is ‘Magic’
Above: The series called ‘The Novice Magician.’
Right: ‘Potion Bottles’ by Adam Finkelston.

Lindsay Adams

News Editor

“Magic” presents a vision of phantasmal
illusions with photographic creativity. The
Master’s thesis of Adam Finkelston, will run
through Feb. 4 at the UMKC Gallery of Art.
The art show is fluid and cohesive, and
most importantly thought-provoking. “One
thing that makes photography magical is that
it is often unclear exactly how an image is
made,” Finkelston said.
“Cabinet Cards,” a collection of small,
upright old-fashioned portraits superimpose
visions of specters floating around, sometimes
from within the portraits.
The works evoked the story behind the
photo; there is much more than the visible,
most apparent thing we see. The phantoms
that allegedly haunt humans are literalized
in this work. The immaterial that lurks
behind the photo is not only recognized,
but visualized.
As Finkelston explained, “Even so-called
‘straight’ photographs only tell part of the
story.”

Photos by Lindsay Adams

“Alchemical Spirits,” another series
lining the gallery walls, is a variety of bottle
photographs with what seems like a worldly,
ethereal presence floating above them.
Finkelston achieved these effects with thin
fabric, which he photographed and doctored
into the photos of the bottles.
Other pieces in the exhibit delve into
medieval science.
Alchemy, the process of changing one
material into another, usually gold, is
considered one of the first forms of science.
“The Novice Magician” has Shakespearean
tones inhabiting a Tesla-like world where the
science of photography and mixing chemicals
meets supernatural fables.
“Magic and photography are also similar
in that they both rely on secret or special
knowledge that is passed down from master
to student,” Finkelston said.
Several works speak to the layers of artistic
interpretation through an artist’s medium of
choice. In Finkelston’s case, such mediums
express the presence of ghosts of those who
are long past.

Some of the photographs were described
as Spirit Photographs, the most haunting of
which was “The Spirits of Two Young Girls
at Lacock Abbey.”
The artwork depicts a quaint garden with
shrubs, where two small ghosts are walking
along hand in hand. It gave the feeling of
being both unbound and isolated, like a
spirit. Finkelston uses spirits as a metaphor
for knowledge.
“Knowledge, like a photograph, is also an
apparition,” he said.
The photographs are mixed with other
mediums, including an assortment of potion
bottles, and across from that a clouded orb.

In the center of the gallery, there is a
case filled with an alchemist’s tools, such as
a golden egg, a jawbone used by a magician,
a shoulder blade used for divination and
petrified wood used to mix magical potions.
Finkelston truly taps into the mystery
behind his craft and the inherently illusory
nature of photography.
“Things that are considered to be factual
one day are revealed as false by the progressive
light of science and discovery,” Finkelston
said. “The images in the ‘Magic’ series are a
meditation on this aspect of knowledge.”
ladams@unews.com

Tattoo of the week: Aubree Smether
Kynslie Otte

Staff Writer

For some, tattoos can be a phase, an act of
social deviance or simply an artistic form of
self-expression. For others, tattoos can hold
a deep meaning, whether it is a personal
revelation or a tribute to a loved one.
Today, tattoos are often frowned upon by
the older generation, and some even consider
tattoos to be trashy. After all, it is a very bold
step to brand oneself with something that will
remain forever visible.
Shortly after her 16th birthday, sophomore
Aubree Smethers chose to get a tattoo that
stands for something she firmly believes in. The
tattoo goes down her left shoulder, and reads
“1 Corinthians 13:7.” The verse means “bears
all things, believes all things, hopes all things,
endures all things” (depending on which
version of the bible it is read from). When

asked what the verse means to her personally,
Smethers said, “I know the first chapter of
Corinthians and this scripture is about love, but
I’m far from a romantic, and I interpreted it as a
perspective on life; to always be open, to believe,
to have hope, and endure. Thinking back, it
seems slightly naïve, but it’s my own personal
mantra and I love it!”
Smethers went to Aftershock Tattoo Co. in
Olathe, Kan. to have the tattoo done, and it cost
$65. Half of the excitement of getting a tattoo
is arguably the physical act of having it done.
When asked if there was anything memorable
about the experience, Smethers said, “I was
really nervous, but it didn’t hurt at all and it only
took about 10 minutes. I remember ‘Good Girls
Go Bad’ by Cobra Starship was playing in the
background, which was awkward, and the man
that did it was really quiet.”
Everyone reacts differently to tattoos, and

sometimes the reaction from parents is not a
pleasant one. In Smethers’ case, her parents
were split down the middle. “My mom was
really cool about the whole thing. She actually
went with me since she had to sign the consent
forms. My dad, however, was not very happy
and I almost didn’t get it because he was so
angry. We fought about it all morning and then
I finally convinced him that it was going to be
the only tattoo I would ever get and included
that it would be a simple bible scripture, not a
random penguin or jellyfish,” Smethers said.
It is hard to say whether or not tattoos
will ever be accepted as a social norm, but in
situations like Smethers’, it is also hard to write
them off as something absurd and/or offensive.
Tattoos can be a great way to express oneself
while also creating a beautiful piece of art.
kotte@unews.com

Aubree Smether’s shoulder tattoo
references a verse in the Bible.
Photo by Kynslie Otte

If you have a tattoo (or know someone who does) that holds significant meaning, contact the Arts & Entertainment editor Mal Hartigan at mhartigan@unews.com with either a photo of the tattoo and
a brief summary of its importance, or discuss a meeting time for an interview.
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student profile

Kerwin Young: “

I’m into what’s happening;
keeping my ears to the street
and my eyes on the time.
-Kerwin Young

”

From producing hip-hop albums to scoring films

Lindsay Adams

News Editor

Kerwin Young, a student of music
composition at the UMKC Conservatory
of Music and Dance, has undergone
extraordinary opportunities and experiences
working in the music industry. Young has
composed and produced music for such
varied mediums as motion pictures, television
documentaries, singing artists, symphony
orchestras, wind band, jazz big-band and
chamber ensembles.
“It’s all the same level of work for me; be
it advising Busta Rhymes on the production
of his first single, creating the theme song for
‘The Flava of Love’ television series, scoring
a motion picture, making beats for a rapper
to spit on or writing a symphony for a large
orchestra,” Young said about his eclectic
musical past.
His career began in 1989, when he landed
a gig working at the recording producer for
the rap group Public Enemy. He worked
with its production team called The Bomb

Squad.
Young has been working to jumpstart his
music career ever since. He has worn many
different hats in his quest, working as a
professional composer, recording producer,
musician and recording artist.
He has produced and collaborated with
artists including Ice Cube, Luke Skywalker
& the 2 Live Crew, Tevin Campbell, Bobby
Brown, Eddie Kendricks, Busta Rhymes,
Mobb Deep, Eric B. & Rakim, Angie Stone,
Yung Joc and G-Unit.
Young has even worked with Rock and
Roll Hall of Famers George Clinton, Bootsy
Collins, the James Brown Band and Kenny
Gamble & Leon Huff.
Young’s inspiration comes mostly from
everyday life. “You know, I walk a lot, and I
like to be around people,” Young said. “Music,
to me, should also reflect relatable situations.
I draw both emotional content and subject
matter from all of these.”
However, Young considers himself more
than just a music producer/composer. He

deems himself a cultural ambassador, saying
it is “the result of having produced and
worked with some of the most influential
and controversial recording artists of the
20th century.”
From 2003 to 2007, Young functioned
as an assistant to the late Ghanaian ethnobotanist, Dr. Anthony Kweku Andoh,
F.L.S. Andoh won national recognition for
his abilities in botany and medicine. Young
worked amid the destruction in Haiti, using
the knowledge he had acquired during his
work with Andoh. He put the experience
to good use helping reforestation projects
in Haiti. The project was led by Ambassador
Andrew Young with help from Yele Haiti
and Clarke Atlanta University.
His music is part of his experiences. These
experiences are what stimulate his creativity
both in the producing studio and composing.
“I would say that current events, historical
accounts, and personal encounters are what
motivate me most,” Young said. “I’m into
what’s happening; keeping my ears to the

Photo by Lindsay Adams

street and my eyes on the time.”
He got the opportunity to compose for
film thanks to the first complete album that
he produced, “Pawns in the Game.” A song
on the album called “1-900-Ste-Oreo-Type,”
was licensed for the film “Green Card.” This
was only the beginning, with other songs
appearing in “Sister Act 2,” “Street Fighter”
and “He Got Game.”
In 1997, Young began composing for
full-length, usually underground films,
such as “Tar,” directed by Goetz Grossman.
His participation as a member of the
Black Filmmakers Foundation opened his
horizons.

Continued on page 16
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Let me tell you what I think

So you’re graduating
this semester, what
comes next?
Teresa Sheffield

Staff Writer

There are a few things I have no proof
of but am almost positive are true:
1.A large majority of young Americans
have taken a Spanish class sometime
in their life and remember at least a
few useless words.
2.Just about every American knows
who Batman is.
3.Almost every graduating college
senior has an “Oh s*** what do I do
after graduation?” crisis in their last
year of school.
In my case it would be:
4. All of the above.
I’m graduating this spring, and I
cannot tell you how liberated I feel.
It’s like a weight has been lifted (nonmetaphorically speaking, a weight
actually will be lifted when I don’t have
to cart around textbooks that seem to
cost an arm, a leg and several vital organs
to purchase).
After four years of making class
schedules, fighting with the Cashier’s
Office, being given an immoral number
of parking tickets and taking countless
tests, I will be finished. It’s a beautiful
feeling, and it’s one I happily wallowed
in until reality hit me in the face.
The reality of what comes next?
Going to college is like being in a
suspended reality. Many of us are in our
own little world living well-structured
lives for at least a couple of years in our
time at UMKC. We can live, eat, study
and have fun, all on or near the confines
of campus. Our world isn’t babies and
bills; it’s classes, friends, on-campus
activities, organizations and partying.
While the immersion into the college
world delusion is different for each of us,
I think for most, the real world hasn’t
slapped our hopes and dreams in the
face. The college loans we’re accruing
seem like far-off obligations, and it
seems as though we have all the time in
the world to figure out who we are and
what we want out of life.
I think for all of us, college represents
a bridge in between becoming someone
and being someone. And then, the
bridge ends.
As you begin to approach the other
side, you wonder where this bridge has
led you and what exactly is over there.
You wonder if the bridge you took
was worth it or if you even want its
destination anymore.
Some people can’t wait to get started
with a new life, yet others can’t think
beyond the one they’re living now. Some

have their lives after graduation mapped
out, and others don’t have a clue. But
regardless of one’s cartography skills,
we’re all barreling into varying degrees
of the unknown.
We hear so often that we are the
future, but what does that mean?
What a burden, and what an abstractly
undefined title. In a larger, more
practical way, it makes sense that we
are the people who will be living on the
earth as older generations pass away,
but what does this concept mean on an
individual level?
Regardless of who you are and how
you think of yourself, you have an impact
on the world. Some individuals may
impact the lives of many. Others may
impact just a few, but there is no judge
of which is more meaningful.
A person who creates a product may
convenience the lives of millions, while
a mother may only impact a few people
in her community. But who could ever
say that inventor and that product is as
meaningful to a child as its mother is?
Your grandfather was told he was the
future, as was his father before that. The
future can be simultaneously feared and
longed for, but it cannot be avoided. It
won’t be long until what was considered
the future is now the present. Then, you
will look in the mirror and evaluate your
life.
The question is, what will you see?
As I prepare to graduate and cross
that bridge into real life, I know the
future holds great opportunities, but it’s
not going to get a cramp from holding
them in outstretched arms forever.
I have learned so much about
myself at UMKC. I’ve learned to be
comfortable in my own skin, to love
myself and respect others. I’ve actually
found a career that I’m passionate about
and would do for free. I’ve learned that
life is so full of ups and downs that the
only way to not go crazy is with a smile
and a laugh.
I’ve never met anyone who said, “I’ve
become the person I’ve wanted to be and
I am done trying.”
Life is a journey, and I have no idea
what it holds.When I’m old and grey
and look into the mirror, I want to see
a person who wasn’t afraid to shoot for
the stars, someone who tried her best at
everything she did, laughed every single
day and has the laugh lines to prove it,
someone who loved as hard as she could,
and is ready to do it all again tomorrow.
tsheffield@unews.com

The Health Journal

Nutella Peanut Butter Cake and Vanilla Ice Cream
Ingredients:

½ cup (8 tablespoons) Nutella
800 calories
½ cup (8 tablespoons) peanut butter 800 calories
1 cup 2% milk 		
120 calories
1 ¾ cup whole wheat flour
700 calories
1 cup sugar			
720 calories
2 eggs			
140 calories
½ stick of unsalted butter
405 calories
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
12 calories
optional: ½ cup of Edy’s Slow Churned Rich & Creamy
French Vanilla Ice Cream ½ the Fat (100 calories)
3,697 calories total
20 servings, 185 calories/serving

Kharissa M. Forte
Forum Editor
Snacking can be such a
stumbling block on the road
to healthy living. Whether
salty or sweet, fat content
proves to be consistently
high. As a result, the calorie
count is always a devastating
number. This can be terribly
detrimental to those seeking a
whole and fit lifestyle.
The goal is to have one to
two snacks a day. The total
maximum of your daily
snacking intake should be no

Directions:

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Put all of the
ingredients into a bowl and mix together. Whole wheat
flour will make the mix have a sandy look. Grease a pan
with cooking spray (or butter or extra virgin olive oil,
just make sure those calories are accounted for). Pour
mixture into the pan and bake for forty-five minutes. Let
the cake cool for five minutes. Cut into mini-squares (20
pieces). If you have really put in hard work to becoming a
happier, healthier you, reward yourself by enjoying your
piece of cake with an ice cold glass of 2% milk and/or
a scoop of Edy’s Slow Churned Rich & Creamy French
Vanilla Ice Cream with half the fat.

more than 200 calories. I am
quite the chocolate enthusiast;
it is my kryptonite and poison
of choice. Nevertheless, I find
myself determined to unearth
healthier
alternatives
to
chocolate chip cookies, double
fudge chocolate ice cream,
and other chocolate delights.
Nabisco 100 Calorie Packs
have come in handy, but now
I have a new favorite: Nutella
Peanut Butter Cake.
I must admit, this recipe is
not originally my own. I have
to give credit to my 5-yearold daughter, Jalyn, and my
3-year-old nephew, Jason, for

coming up with the idea to use
Nutella instead of chocolate
during a spontaneous lesson
in home-made cake baking.
Warning: This is not the
healthiest dish. However, it
is healthier than some other
chocolate cake options, it is
below the maximum snack
calorie count, and your taste
buds will definitely approve.
So, without further ado, I
proudly introduce to you the
ingredients and directions
for my Nutella Peanut Butter
Cake.

it’s true! According to www.
f ruitsandveggiesmatter.gov,
“every body is different.” I
learned that I am supposed to
eat two cups of fruit and two
and a half cups of vegetables.
Visit the website and plug in

your information to find out
how much you should devour,
too. Fruits and veggies can be
great snack alternatives as well
as the perfect side dish to any
meal.
kforte@unews.com

Health Tip of the Week:
Fruit and veggies matter.
Did you know that how many
fruits and vegetables you are
supposed to eat every day
depend on your gender, age
and level of physical activity?
It’s okay; I didn’t either, but
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A profile of the life and times
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Monument
to madness

Lindsay Adams

Imagine if someone took one of your quotes and decided to
edit it. This person not only edited the quote, but also changed
the very essence of its meaning. I would be (to put it mildly
and in a way that refrains from obscenities) more than a little
unhappy.
I am sure Martin Luther King, Jr. would also be more
than a little unhappy to find out that people decided to do
that very thing to one of his quotes. It wasn’t just published,
and it wasn’t just misspoken, it was carved in stone in Kings’
monument.
The monument serves as a link between the Jefferson
Monument and the Lincoln Memorial. The Memorial
address is 1964 Independence Ave, SW, Washington, D.C.,
20024. The street number references the Civil Right’s Act of
1964 in which King was a pivotal figure.
This monument was carefully planned out, even to its
address, which makes the misquoting even more heinous.
The quote on the monument reads, “I Was a Drum Major
for Justice, Peace, and Righteousness.” This is a paraphrased
version of another quote, whose wording is similar, but the
changes create a very different reaction.
In the context of the actual quote, King is speaking about
how he would like people to remember him when he died.
“I'd like somebody to mention that day that Martin Luther
King, Jr., tried to give his life serving others … I want you
to be able to say that day that I did try to feed the hungry.”
He then goes on to say, and this is the part of the quote that
they adapted for the monument, “Yes, if you want to say that
I was a drum major, say that I was a drum major for justice.
Say that I was a drum major for peace. I was a drum major
for righteousness. And all of the other shallow things will not
matter.”
This is one of King’s best quotes and coincidentally one
of my personal favorites. And its changing is not only
disrespectful to King, one of the most eloquent orators of
recent times, but it also is misrepresenting him. The quote, as
it stands, makes King sound as if he is tooting his own horn.
That he is raising himself up as a drum major. Instead, in the
original quote, he is humbling himself and his own effect on
the social changes he worked for.
It has taken several months for the people in charge of the
monument to respond to the choppy and horribly misguided
editing of the quote. Finally, U.S. Secretary of the Interior
Ken Salazar has ordered for it to be changed. However,
the entire quote can’t fit on the monument and the current
inscription is chiseled into the stone. The replacement will
still be a paraphrase, and changing it will be horribly tedious
and difficult. Officials haven’t commented on how they will
correct this yet.
There is a lesson to be learned from this ridiculousness.
When someone has spoken as many beautiful and iconic
words as King, they don’t need an editor.
ladams@unews.com

“King’s basic belief was that you
don’t fight fire with fire; you fight fire
with water,” said Colman McCarthy, a
journalist featured on the live webcast
coverage of the Washington D.C.
Martin Luther King, Jr. National
Memorial Dedication Ceremony. The
event was held on Oct. 26, 2011.
Dr. King was a man of great
integrity, noble character and prestige
well earned. But, what is so powerful
about King that his legacy and words
live on in the hearts of Americans
44 years after his death? Why is
he deserving of not only a national
holiday, but a national monument, as
well? Who – really – is Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr?
King was born to Pastor Martin
Luther King, Sr. and Alberta Williams
King in Atlanta, Georgia on Jan. 15,
1929. At the ripe age of 18, King
followed in his dad’s footsteps and
became a minister. A year later, King
graduated from Morehouse College,
and then attended Crozer Theological
Seminary. Upon graduating from
Crozer at 22 years old, he married
Coretta Scott on June 18, 1953. One
year following the nuptials, King began
his preaching career at Dexter Avenue
Baptist church in Montgomery,
Ala. In 1955, he attended Boston
University where he earned his Ph.D.
That same year, King held his first
civil rights demonstration: the boycott
of Montgomery city buses. In 1956,
those bus lines were desegregated, an
achievement that proved Dr. King
to be one of the most credible civil
rights leaders of the day. Around the
same time, he structured the SCLC
(Southern Christian Leadership
Council), which became the primary
organization for conducting activities
that pursued the goal of true civil
justice. When he was 29 years old, he
wrote and published his first book,
“Stride towards Freedom.”
This impressive résumé leads to
my first analysis of why MLK is
nothing short of deserving of national
recognition. Early on in life, his
priorities were clearly established. I
remember when I was 22 years old.
Having one degree was a far cry from
my list of achievements, let alone two.
At that time, I was just starting to
discover my identity in this world as a
woman. I had no idea what my calling
was. I’m grateful to have surrendered

Kharissa M. Forte
my life to Christ just a year later. It
was only after I truly started to live for
Him that the reason for my existence
fell into place. Martin Luther King, on
the other hand, had his life completely
figured out by then. With a solid
education, career and a new marriage,
King proved that we do not have to
waste our 20s being immature and
indecisive.
Dr. King led many movements, but it
was his March on Washington protest
that promoted his prominence from
regional to nation wide recognition. At
this event, he gave the now legendary
“I Have a Dream” speech. King was
honored with the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1964. In 1967, his last book titled
“Where Do We Go from Here: Chaos
or Community?” was published. This
achievement came just one year before
his untimely assassination.
“King’s leadership in the civil-rights
movement was challenged in the mid1960s as others grew more militant.
His interests, however, widened from
civil rights to include criticism of the
Vietnam War and a deeper concern
over poverty,” the Columbia 6th
edition Encyclopedia states. “On Apr.
4, 1968, he was shot and killed as he
stood on the balcony of the Lorraine
Motel (since 1991 a civil-rights
museum).” He was 39 years old.
Today, we are so fixed on finding a
way to make a quick buck. Get rich
quick or die trying seems to be the
motto of our youth. Fame follows
fortune in our registry of ambition. If
one way doesn’t work to our advantage,
we drop the ball and hop onto the
next scheme. Martin Luther King,
however, knew what he wanted and he

knew how to get it. Most importantly,
he stuck to it. No matter how long
it would take to turn the country
around concerning civil rights, King
was purposed to stick it through
– even if it cost him his life. From
him, we can learn the true meanings
of perseverance, determination and
endurance. These three key elements
are essential to any endeavor.
Ironically enough, King gave
his final speech, “I’ve been to the
Mountain Top,” the night before he
was murdered. The dialogue rings
as a farewell of sorts – a farewell, an
instruction on what to do next, and a
celebration of the progress made thus
far. Near the end of his oration, King
said, “I just want to do God’s will.
And He’s allowed me to go up to the
mountain. And I’ve looked over. And
I’ve seen the Promised Land. I may
not get there with you. But I want you
to know tonight, that we, as a people,
will get to the Promised Land! And
so I’m happy, tonight. I’m not worried
about anything. I’m not fearing any
man! Mine eyes have seen the glory of
the coming of the Lord!”
King left behind his wife, Coretta,
who carried on his work and wrote
“My Life with Martin Luther King”
in 1989. She passed on Jan. 30, 2006 at
the age of 79. King also left behind four
children, each who are well respected
for their individual triumphs: Yolanda
Denise-King (died in 2007 at the
age 51 of a heart condition), Martin
Luther King, III, Dexter Scott King
and Bernice Albertine King.
Throughout Dr. King’s entire life,
he made fearless strides that would
endorse him to be the hero that
Americans so desperately needed.
Because of his efforts, there are endless
possibilities for all citizens, regardless
of race, gender or class. His labors
deserve nothing short of national
acknowledgment and appreciation for
a dream well realized.
kforte@unews.com
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#Twitterproblems

Since its 2006 hatch, Twitter has emerged
as a popular social networking site for users
to track the activities of celebrities and share
updates with 140 or fewer characters.
Many college students have joined the
Twitter craze, writing about their daily occurrences, emotions and even college trepidation. Several UMKC organizations have
a Twitter presence, including the Women’s
Center, UMKC Athletics and the UMKC
Libraries.
If you sift through UMKC organizations,
it’s only a matter of time until “@UMKCProblems” surfaces. Mocking the popular
Twitter accounts that tweet about “first world
problems,” a.k.a. issues only spoiled Americans have the audacity to complain about (for
instance, not being able to watch one’s favorite TV show in HD), @UMKCProblems
cites everyday complaints about UMKC and
the students on campus in a crass, no-holdsbarred manner.
It’s no secret dealing with college is stressful. The mandatory strain of dealing with the
Cashier’s Office or finding a place to park
may be enough to generate an anxiety attack,
but @UMKCProblems lists the Twitter user’s concerns as short complaints, which are
often racially-offensive.

The Twitter began at the beginning of the
spring 2012 semester, and for Twitter users who have a bone to pick with UMKC,
@UMKCProblems’ milder posts may invoke
a few chuckles or nods of agreement. One
mild tweet boasts “#ThingsIveLearned The
cashiers office screws almost everyone over.
#umkcproblems.”
Other tweets list similarly familiar student
grievances: “#ThingsIveLearned Blackboard
always fails at the most inopportune times.
#umkcproblems,” “High school quality cafeteria food #umkcproblem,” and “I wonder
how many poor souls were deprived of parking permits this year…. #umkcproblem.”
Other tweets take the form of raciallycharged attacks, one belittling the diversity
of UMKC’s residence halls: “In the dorms, if
your roommate isn’t brown, chances are your
suitemates, other neighbors and/or fools
down the hall are. #umkcproblems.”
Other comments also attacked the school’s
diverse population, some insulting cultural
traditions of international students.
However, the authors of such comments
are unknown. The user remains anonymous
by adopting the name of @UMKCProblems
and never mentioning his or her name in
the account’s tweets. This helps any UMKC

Mal Hartigan
student enjoy or abhor the content of the
account without the culprit of the crass
statements receiving any negative personal
feedback.
Social networking sites such as Twitter can
be liberating; it can become a device to vent

or share your personal thoughts. I confess
that oftentimes I may make abrasive comments and use offensive language, but never
are they directly aimed at someone’s racial
background. Racial attacks are incredibly
tasteless.
Each UMKC student is awarded the same
potential opportunities to tour campus. After
touring, our diverse population becomes blatantly obvious. If racial diversity isn’t appealing, by no means is anyone forced to attend
this university.
However, whatever this user posts on his
or her Twitter technically can’t be reported as
spam or flagged for content. @UMKCProblems is entitled to expressing whatever he
or she desires, just like the rest of us with a
Twitter account.
Regardless of how intolerant some of the
comments are, I keep trying to remind myself that @UMKCProblems is likely just for
entertainment purposes and not just a young
adult seriously bigoted enough to degrade
fellow students based solely off of race.
Even so, what does that say about us if
these extremely rude comments can be considered as “entertainment?”
mhartigan@unews.com

The web strikes back at SOPA
I didn’t pay much attention to SOPA until
last Wednesday.
Rarely does a day pass without a visit to
Google or Wikipedia. On Wednesday, they
were among the first sites I visited.
Google’s colorful logo was covered by a
black box and my Wikipedia search quickly
proved futile. Instead, I encountered a link
imploring me to contact my Congressperson
in opposition to the pending legislation. The
infamous blackout pushed the legislation out
of the political sidelines and into the realm of
public infamy and scorn.
As of last Thursday, 13 senators – including
co-sponsors – have withdrawn their support
for the House bill. They have withdrawn
their support for its Senate predecessor,
PIPA (Protect IP Act), as well. Overnight,
senate support collapsed as millions signed
Google’s petition.
My initial reaction was curiosity. Although
I remained a bit skeptical, the bold,
unexpected advertising caught my attention.
My memory flashed back to the anti-piracy
legislation of the early 2000s, which targeted
illegal music downloads.
Fast-forward nearly a decade, and the same
group of communications and entertainment
lobbyists is back at it again with a vengeance.
The issue of online copyright infringement
is a legitimate, pressing concern. Millions of

dollars are lost as a result of websites – many
of them foreign – that host pirated content.
If all SOPA did was stop online piracy, all
would be well. Unfortunately, there is little
proof the bill will effectively stop piracy. A
quick analysis of the bill’s many provisions
smells a rat.
Under SOPA, a copyright holder or the
Justice Department may seek a court order
against a website associated with copyright
infringement. If granted, the order would
shut down the website and eliminate any
traces of it without a defense hearing or
traditional trial.
Additionally, copyright holders may
invoke a “private right of action” and cut off
payments from a website without entering
the courtroom.
To object, a company would have to
file a court motion, a costly legal burden
many small websites are unable to afford.
Additionally, payment processers and search
engines that cut off access to a legitimate
website would be immune to legal action.
Concerns have been raised over the DNS
(Domain Name System) blocking process
the Department of Justice would use to
shut down websites. Some say this would
adversely affect internet safety and reliability.
The effects of SOPA could be catastrophic
for many websites, but would be a fatal blow

Nathan Zoschke
to social media websites with user-uploaded
content like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter.
It’s no wonder the likes of Mark Zuckerburg
have come out in full-fledged opposition to
the bill.
The ability for Internet users to upload
and share content with each other without
regard to geographical location has
revolutionized the way we conduct business,
share information and communicate with

one another.
The Internet has facilitated millions of
small business startups and entrepreneurial
ventures, which can set up shop on the web
with minimal entry costs compared with
traditional operations.
Likewise, the ability for users to share
and upload content has created a wealth of
information accessible at the touch of a smart
phone screen and other devices that were
unheard of and unthinkable of just a few
short years ago.
All of this would change, and likely for the
worst.
Companies like Google and Facebook are
the innovators of the 21st century.
The SOPA boosters are the has-been
Hollywood giants and media vultures
clamoring to stave off the competition that is
inevitable in a capitalist economy.
In reality, SOPA has far less to do with
copyright protection than it does with
monopolizing the web.
The bill would be a win for corporate
attorneys and Hollywood and a loser for
the American people, establishing the
notoriously corrupt Department of Justice as
webmaster-in-chief.
Behold the bastion of censorship.
nzoschke@unews.com

Kerwin Young: Continued from page 12
“Much of my efforts have been spent
assisting young sisters and brothers with
establishing themselves as entrepreneurs,”
Young said.
When I asked him whether he is satisfied,
he replied, “Not yet.” Young’s drive has
gotten him far in his career thus far, but he is
constantly looking toward the future; toward
his dreams and self-expression.
“I want to score major motion pictures
instead of scoring ‘B’ movies,” Young said.
“I also want to score a weekly television
drama again, only this time with my name
in the credits. I haven’t done any work like
that since the first season of New York
Undercover back in 1994. Back then, I was
a ghost writer/composer.”
He has composed and produced
original music for television shows that
include: “New York Undercover (1994),”
“Girlfriends,” “(2000)” and “The Flavor
of Love (2006).” He has contributed his
talent to several documentaries, including
the television documentary “Promised Land
(1995),” “Searching for Jimi Hendrix (2000)”
and “Time/Life’s Let Freedom Sing (2009).”
“However, my career as a recording
producer has been rewarding. I’m cool with

sudoku

the accomplishments made on that road, and
that’s why I’ve been able to focus on other
things such as composing for orchestra,
television/film, and school,” Young said.
“I must also mention that when I started
in the recording industry, a large majority of
producers were composers as well. It’s quite
different nowadays wherein folks tend to get
it twisted. These days, when you speak of a
producer, nine times out of ten, this refers
to someone who specializes only in beatmaking; working with a drum machine and
not possessing any knowledge on how to
read or write music.”
When asked who influences him, Young
said, “My influences are beyond the ‘who’ of
it, so I would sum it up as being my ancestors
and ‘pan-African culture.’”
What is to come for Young? In 2012 he
will release “Un-released Film Scores Vol.
20.”
He is planning on continuing at UMKC
to earn his Masters degree. His goal is to
teach music composition and orchestration
while furthering his career as both a
recording producer and composer.
ladams@unews.com
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